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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider problems of optimal control of the form: 
minimize lo(@), x(T)) + jh x(t), u(f)) dt (1.1) 
0 
subject to a(t) =f(t. x(t), u(t)), (x(O), x(T)) E B, 
u(t) E u a.e. on [O, T]; (1.2) 
over all x E A,[O, T] and u E L,[O, T], where 
I,:R”xR”+R, f,: [0, T] xR”x R”+R, 
BGR” xR”, UCR”, 
A,[O, 7’1 = (x: [0, T] -+ R”lx is absolutely continuous}, 
L,[O, T] = {x: [0, T] + R” Ix is Lebesgue measurable\. 
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Rockafellar [9] has shown that if we define 
for u E U, v =f(t, x, u), 
otherwise, 
and 
I(& b) = I&, b), 
= +co, 
for (a, b) E B, 
otherwise, 
then, under mild regularity assumption, (1. l)-( 1.2) is equivalent to 
minimize /(x(O), x(T)) + j’ L(t, x(t), .2(t)) dr, (l-3) 
0 
where the minimum is taken over functions x E A,[O, T]. 
In this paper, we assume that 1 and L are convex and seek conditions 
under which (1.1) has a finite minimum. Our aim is to develop a machinery 
for establishing existence which encompasses two extremes in the content of 
problem (1.1). On the one extreme, the question of existence of a solution to 
(1.1~( 1.2) may rest essentially in the constraints (1.2). For example, if we 
take I, =f, = 0 and f(t, x, u) =f(t, x), then problem (1.1~( 1.2) becomes a 
two-point boundary value problem. On the other extreme, the question of 
existence may rest essentially in the behavior of the objective functional. For 
example, if we take f(t,x,u)=O, I=O, B=R”xR”, U=R”, and 
fo(t, x, u) =fo(t, u), then clearly existence of a solution involves only 
properties of fo. 
Our approach consists in defining a topological degree for (1.3). More 
precisely, we consider the associated Hamiltonian system of differential 
inclusions 
where 
W,x,JJ)=sup {P*U-L(t,x,v)) 
L’ 
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and 3, H, a,H, and aZ denote subdifferentials. Problem (1.4)-( 1.5) is 
converted to an operator equation of the form 
Lx E Gx, 
where G involves the set-valued subdifferentials on the right-hand sides of 
(1.4)-(1.5). Under assumptions on I which are natural in the context of 
problem (l.l)-( 1.2), the operator G may not be well defined due to the fact 
that 81 may be empty valued. This ill-definition rules out immediate 
application of the usual definitions of topological degree for set-valued 
mappings. We overcome this obstacle by extending the notion of coincidence 
degree for set-valued mappings (see [3, IO]) to this case. We will leave the 
pursuit of the most general version of this new degree to a subsequent paper. 
Under various hypotheses we show that the degree is nonzero, hence, 
(1.4~(1.5) has an absolutely continuous solution (x,p). It follows then that 
x is a solution to (1.3). 
Our existence theory differs from the well-known landmark works of 
Rockafellar [ 131 and Cesari and Suryanarayana [ 141 in that those theories 
either assume a priori that the set of functions satisfying constraints (1.2) is 
nonempty or they do not guarantee that the minimum achieved is finite. 
In Section 2 we discuss the relationships among problems (l.l)-( 1.2), 
(1.3), and (1.4~(1.5). In Section 3 we present the details of the operator 
formulation of (1.4)-(1.5). In Section 4 the extended coincidence degree is 
defined. In Section 5 several properties of the degree are established. Finally, 
in Section 6 we present existence theorems. 
2. THE ROCKAFELLAR FORMULATION 
In this paper, we use the following notation: 
(1) If a E R", then a = (a, ,..., a,) and the norm of II is given by 
(2) C,[O, T] = (x: [0, T] -+ R"lx is continuous on [O, T]} with the norm 
of x E C,(O, T] given by 
(3) L,[O, T] = {x: [0, T] -+ R"I x is Lebesgue measurable on (0, T]}. 
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(4) L!,[O, T] = {x E L,[O, T]]J”,‘]]x(t)]] df < co) with the norm of 
x E LA[O, T] given by 
(5) AA[O, T] = {x: [0, T] + R”lx is absolutely continuous on [0, T]}. 
(6) If (a, b) E R” x R”, the norm of (a, 6) is given by 
IlG-4 b)ll = (I141Z + 11~/12)“2- 
(7) If T is finite and (u, v) E L,!,[O, T] X LA[O, T], the norm of (u, u) is 
given by 
Il(% ~>ll, = ; .i,l (II Nt>i12 + II 4#>“* dt. 
(8) V= C,[O, T] x C,[O, T]. If (x,p) E I’, the norm of (x,p) is given by 
ll(x~P)lI” = (II-a + II Pl15Y2. 
(9) Z=L~[O,T]xL~[O,T]xR”xR”. If (u,u,r,s)EZ, the norm of 
(u, u, r, s) is given by 
ID4 0, r. s)II, = llh o>ll 1 + ll(r3 s)ll. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that F:[O,T]XR”+RU(+oo} is a normal 
integrand if 
(i) F(t, *) is lower semicontinuous in x for each c E [0, T], 
(ii), F(., .) is measurable with respect to the o-algebra generated by 
products of Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, T] and Bore1 sets in R”. 
If F is a normal integrand and satisfies 
(iii) F(t, x) > --co for all (t, x) E [0, T] x R” and F(t, x) < 03 for at 
least one (t, x) E [0, T] x R”, we say F is a proper normal integrand. 
If F is 2 normal integrand and satisfies 
(iv) F(t, -) is convex in x for each t E [O, T], we say F is a convex 
normal integrand. 
Consider an optimal control problem of the form 
minimize ~oC@), x(t)) + i’.lbk 4th 4f)> dt (2.1) 
0 
subject to 5(t) =f(t, x(t), u(t)), 
(x(O), x(T)) E B, u(t) E u, a.e. on 10, T]; 
(2.2) 
409/94/ 1~4 
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over all x E AA[O, T] and u E L,[O, T], where 
I,:R”xR”+R, ~,:[O,T]XR”XR”+R, 
BGR”xR”, UE R”‘. 
The variable x is the state variable and u is the control variable. 
Rockafellar [9, 1 l] defines 
K(4 x, 0, u> =fo(t, -6 u>, for 24 E u, v =f(t,x, u) 
(2.3) 
= +a, otherwise, 
and 
@, b) = I,@, b), for (a, b) E B 
(2.4) 
= +a, otherwise. 
Ifwe assumeK:[O,T]XR”xR”xRm-+RU{+oo} is apropernormal 
integrand and that 1 is lower semicontinuous and proper on R” x R” (where 
proper has the same meaning as in Definition 2.l(iv)), then optima1 control 
problem (2.1)-(2.2) is equivalent to 
minimize f(x(O), x(T)) + jr K(t, x(t), i(t), u(t)) dt (2.5) 
0 
over all x E Aj,[O, T] and u E L,[O, T]. 
DeflnetheLagrangianL:[O,T]xR”XR”-+RU{+co}by 
L(t, x, v) = inf(K(t, x, v, u)]u E R”). (2.6) 
Under mild conditions on K, L is also a proper normal integrand and 
optimal control problem (2.1t(2.2) is equivalent to 
minimize l(x(O), x(T)) + ,f’ L(t, x(t), a(t)) dt (2.7) 
0 
over all x E AA[O, T]. Moreover, Rockafellar [9, Theorem 3A, p. 1851 shows 
that there is a u* E L,[O, T] such that if there exists an x* EAA[O, TI 
solving (2.7), then (x*, u*) solves (2.5) and hence the original problem 
(2.1)-(2.2). 
Finally, define the Hamiltonian H: [0, T] X R” X R” + R U { foe } by 
H(t,x,p)=sup{v.p-L(t,x,v)lvER”}. (2.8) 
In Rockafellar 19, 111, we find 
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If L is a proper normal integrand, then for all 
x,p E L,[O, 7’1, we have H(-, x(.),p(.)) E L,[O, 7’1. 
If L(t, x, u) is convex in (x, u), then H(t, x,p) 
is convex in p and concave in x. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
If H is convex in p and concave in x, then the subdifferentials of H with 
respect to x (3,H) and p (a, H) may exist. See Rockafellar [ 81. The subdif- 
ferentials aP H(t, x, p) and a,H(t, x, p) at (t, x, p) E IO, T] X R” X R” are 
defined by 
aPH(w,~)= (P,ER"IH(~,~,~)~H(~,~,P)+P,(~-P) 
for allpE R”}. (2.11) 
and 
a,H(t,x,p)= 1x0 E R"IW,%p) < W,X,P) + %(-f--x) 
for all X E R”}. (2.12) 
If Z(a, b) is convex in (a, b), then the subdifferential of 1 at (a, b) E R” x R” 
may exist. It is defined by 
al(a, b) = {(a,, b,)l I(&, 6) > /(a, b) + a, . (6 - a) + b, . (b- b) 
forall(&b))ER” xR”). (2.13) 
If L is convex in (x, v), then under mild growth conditions on L, Rockafellar 
[ 121 has shown that if there is a pair (x,p) E Al[O, T] X A ,!,[O, T] such that 
(x, p) satisfy 
i(t) E a,&, x(t>,p(f>> 
-O(t) E a,H(t, x(t),&)) 
(P(O), -P(T)) E a@(O), x(T)), 
a.e., 
as., (2.14) 
then x solves (2.7) if 
Z(x(O), x(T)) + Jr L(t, x(t), $0) dt < 00. 
0 
(2.15) 
The aim of this paper is to prove a general theorem for the existence of 
solutions (x,p) E A A[O, T] x A A[O, T] to (2.14) under mild regularity and 
growth assumptions on 1 and the Hamiltonian H. Once the existence of such 
an (x,p) is established, it is possible to show that (2.15) is satisfied for this 
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x. Hence, x solves (2.7). We therefore will have an existence theorem for any 
optimal control problem of form (2.1~(2.2) that is equivalent to (2.7). 
3. THE OPERATOR FORMULATION 
Consider the system of differential inclusions 
ax., 
a.e., (3.1) 
We assume certain regularity conditions for the Hamiltonian H. These are 
H:[O,T]xR”xR” + R is finite everywhere and summable as 
a function of t for every (x, p) E R” x R”; (3.2) 
H: [O,T]xR”xR” + R is convex in p and concave in x 
for all t E [O, T]; (3.3) 
for all x, p E L,[O, T], the function H(., x(.), p(.)): 10, TI + R 
is Lebesgue measurable on [0, T]. (3.4) 
Note that if L is a proper convex normal integrand, (3.3) and (3.4) are 
satisfied. For the boundary functional I, we assume 
1: R” x R” -+ R U {+co } is lower semicontinuous, 
proper, and convex on R” X R”. (3.5) 
Under these assumptions, i?,H, B,H, and 31 denote subdifferentials defined 
in the usual way. We put (3.1) in operator form as follows: 
Define L: Ai[O, T] x AA[O, T] G V+ Z by 
(x7 P) -+ (k -A P(O), -P(T)) (3.6) 
and G: V-t P(Z) by 
(x, P) + 1 (u, v, r, s> E ZI 4) E a,H(t, x(t), p(t)> a.e., 
v(t) E a,H(t, x(t),p(t>) a.e., (r, s) E al(x(O>, -$?)I, (3.7) 
where 
P(Z)= {ClCGZ). 
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For later notational convenience, we will write G simply as 
G(x, P> = aW, x, P) x W(O), x(T)), 
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(3.8) 
where 
aqt,x,p) = ((24 u) E G[O, q x G[O, TII 
u(t) E a,H(t, x(t),p(t)) a.e. and 
u(t) E a,H(t, x(t), p(l)) a.e. 1. 
(3.9) 
It will be understood from now on that (3.8) is shorthand for the more 
explicit (3.7). 
With these definitions, it is clear that (3.1) is equivalent to 
L(x, P> E G(x, P>. (3.10) 
It is easy to show L is a linear Fredholm operator of index zero and that 
the spaces Y and Z admit a “splitting” as follows: 
V= V,@kerL, dim (ker L) = n, 
Z=Z,@ImL, dim (2,) = n, 
where 
ker L = {(x, p) E VJx(t) = c andp(t) = 0 for some c E R” 
and all t E [0, T] }, 
1 I j 
T  
Im L = (u,2), I, s) E Z u(a)do-(r+s)=O . 
0 I 
We define projections P: V+ ker L and Q: Z + Z, and isomorphism 
J:Z,+kerL by 
, (3.11) P(x, P) = I$ joT X(U) do, 0) 
Q(u, 0, r, s> = u(u)du-q%o,oj; (3.12) 
J(0, c, 0,O) = (c, 0). (3.13) 
Using standard arguments (see, for example, [ 2]), it is possible to show 
(3.10) is equivalent to 
(x, P> E P(x, P> + JQG(x, PI + KpQ W, P>, (3.14) 
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where K,,: Z -+ V, is defined by 
K,, = CL Iv,> - ’ U - ~2). (3.15) 
For all A E (0, 11, let 
M., = P + JQG + AK,, G. (3.16) 
It is possible to show the solutions to (x, p) E M,,(x,p) are equivalent to 
the solutions to L(x, p) E I1G(x, p). 
The standard approach to obtaining existence results for (3.1) relies on 
obtaining an a priori bound [ to solutions of 
(XT P> E M,l(XY PI (3.17) 
for all A E [0, 11, and then using degree theoretic arguments to show there is 
at least one pair (x,p) satisfying (3.14) and hence also (3.1). However, in 
order to use this approach, the operators MA must be nonempty valued on at 
least the a priori bound set 
Q = I(X,P) E ~lIl(X~P>ll < Cl* 
For many common boundary functionals 1, the subdifferential 31 is empty- 
valued for some (x,p) E R. This leads to an operator G that is not well 
defined. For example, the “periodic” boundary functional 
l(a, b) = 0, if a = 6, 
= +co, if a # b, 
(3.18) 
has subdifferential 
cY(a, b) = {(I, s)lr + s = O}, 
= 0, 
if a = b, 
if a # b. 
(3.19) 
For such an I, MA is empty valued unless x(0) =x(T). 
In order to handle such poorly defined operators, we need to extend the 
definition of the degree of the pair (L, G) to the case where G and its 
associated operators MA are empty-valued at points within its a priori bound 
set R. This extension will be done by approximating the boundary functional 
by a sequence of “nice” functions (I,,},“=, that possess nonempty valued 
subdifferentials on R” x R”. The degree will then be defined in terms of the 
Webb degree [3] using an appropriate limiting process. 
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4. THE DEGREE OF (L, G) 
DEFINITION 4.1. A sequence of functions (Z,)~z, is an approximation 
sequence for the boundary functional 1 if for all n 
(i) I, is convex and continuous on R” x R”; 
(ii) if C,,, = {(a, &~)[(a, b) E EB, l(a, b) <y < a} is nonetnpty and 
c n,a,/3 = i(a, b7Y)KU~ b) E B,, Z,(a, b) <y< a}, then for any a and any 
positive /I and E, there is a positive integer N(a, p, E) such that for all 
n > Nh A ~1, 
c n n 4 C-W,,,; hv . 1 
B(C,,,; E) = {(E, F, ?))I there exists (a, b, y) E C,,, 
suchthatIl(&--u,6-b)((+(J-y( <E}; 
and 
(iii) Z(u, b) > Z,,, ,(a, b) > &,(a, b) for all (a, b) E R” X R” and for all n. 
We will say a sequence (,a,,},“=, is a relaxed approximation sequence for 1 
if (i) and (ii) are satisfied and (iii) is altered to 
(iii’) [(a, b) > ,~,(a, b) for all (a, b) E R n x R” and for all n. 
In the spirit of (3.8), we define 
G,(x, P) = Wt, x, P) x a,,(x(o), x(71). (4.1) 
Since the decomposition of V and Z is determined solely by L, (4.1) 
induces a sequence of problems 
or equivalently 
JXGP) +z G,(x, PX (4.2) 
(x9 PI E M&,(X, PI, (4.3) 
where 
M,,, = Ps JQG, -I- K,,G,. 
We note that (4.2) is equivalent to the system 
(4.4) 
i(t) E a,fW, x(f), p(t)) a.e., 
--d(t) E d,H (4 x(t),p(t)) a.e., 
(P(O), -P(O) E x7Gw7 w?). 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let fl c V be an open bounded nonempty subset such 
that L(x,p) 6Z G(x,p) for all (x, p) E %2. We define the degree of the pair 
(L, G) with respect to Q and 0 to be 
46% (3, Q, 01 = lim d,,.[Z - M,,., ,a, 01 (4.5) n-1-x 
with d, being the degree of Webb [3]. 
In order to prove this definition is well defined, we need to prove 
(i) The definition is independent of the choice of projections P and Q 
and isomorphism J; 
(ii) d,[Z - M, , , , Q, 0] is defined for sufficiently large n; 
(iii) lim,_, d,.[Z - M,,, , a, 0] exists; 
(iv) If {Ii},“, and (f~},“=, are two approximation sequences with 
GA, Mi,, and Gi, Mi,, the corresponding operators, then 
lim d,,(Z - Mi,, , 
n-m 
Q,O]= lim d,.[Z-M:.,,a,O]; 
n-m 
and 
(v) At least one approximation sequence (l,),” , exists. 
Remark. It is easy to see that d[(L, AG), a, 0] is defined similarly for 
any 1 E (0, 1 ] by replacing M, by MA and M,,, , by M,,, . 
We will prove these needed facts in a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. The d[ (L G), Qn, 01 is independent of the choice of P, Q, 
and J. 
Proof. This is similar to the corresponding proof in the theory of coin- 
cidence degree [2, pp. 10-351. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let H: (0, T] x R” x R” --f R satisfy (3.2t(3.4). Then, 
aH(t, x,p) is a nonempty compact and convex subset of R” X R” 
foralltE[O,T]and(x,p)ER”xR”; (4.6) 
=f(t, ., .) is an upper semicontinuous multifunction on R” X R” 
to P(R” x R”) for each t E [0, T]; (4.7) 
if K z R” x R” is compact, then there is an a E L i [0, T] such 
that for all t E [0, T], (x, p) and (X,fl) E K (4.8) 
6) I HO, x, P> - Wt, f, @)I < a(t)ll(-f - x, P - P,>II and for all 
(u, 0) E a,H(t, x, P) x a,% x, P); 
(ii) Il(u, v)ll < a(t). 
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Prooj See Rockafellar [4, pp. 415-420]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A E (0, 11. Let R be open, bounded and nonempty such 
that (0,O) 6Z (I - M,)(BR). Then there is a positive integer N(I) such that 
(0,O) 65 (I - M”+&x2) for all n > N(A). 
Further, assume 
There exists f > 0 and y E R” such that l(a, b) > -f for all 
(a,b)ER”xR”andl(y,y)=-f: (4.9) 
(Y - a) . joT ~,H(t, a, 6) dt + b . JT a0 H(r, a, 6) dt > 0 for all 
0 
(a,b)E&2nR”xR”, (4. IO) 
where 
1’ 8, H(t, a, b) dt = 
0 
jT u(t) dt 1 v E a,X H(t, a, b) a.e. 
0 I 
and 
j’a,H(t, a, b)dt = 
0 i 
jT u(t) dtlu E a,H(t, a, b)a.e. 
0 
Then there is a positive integer N(0) such that (0,O) & (I - M,,,)(aQ) for all 
n > N(0). 
Pro@ (i) Let 1 E (0, 1) and suppose for contradiction that the 
conclusion is false. We may assume without loss of generality that for each n 
there exists (x,,p,) E ~32 such that 
This implies for each n, 
A - ‘-G(t) E a,f-W, x,(f), p,(t)> 
- ~-‘P,O) E aAt, x,(t),p,(t>) 
1 -*h(O), -P,(T)) E %,CMV, -dT)). 
a.e., 
ax., 
Since Q is bounded, there exists [ > 0 such that (x, p) E fi implies Ilx(r)(l, 
jj p(f)11 < & Lemma 2 then implies that there is an a E L : [O, T] such that 
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for almost all t E [0, T] and for all n. It follows that ((x, ,p,,)},“- , is an 
equicontinuous family in V. 
We can then assume without loss of generality that there is an (x,p) E afl 
such that (x,, p,) -+ (x, p) in V-norm. 
We will now show (x,p) satisfies (3.1). 
Let S= {(a,, -d,)},“=, . By (4.8) we have 
By the Dunford-Pettis criterion for relatively weakly compact subsets in 
Li[O, T] x LA[O, T] (see [6, p. 239]), we see that S is relatively weakly 
compact in Lj,[O, T] xLj,(O, T]. Thus, there is an element 
(u, v) E LL[O, T] x LA[O, T] such that 
where “-+‘“” indicates weak convergence. 
Let co S indicate the closure in L,!,[O, T] x L A( 0, T] of the convex hull of 
S. Since z S is a strongly closed convex subset of LA[O, T] x Li[O, T], it is 
also weakly closed. (See [ 7, p. 4221). Thus, 
(u, u) E co s. 
Following [ 1, Lemma 1.31, it is possible to show there is a sequence of 
convex combinations 
where Cf:, c&,~ = 1, &i > 0, and k, < k,, , , such that we can assume without 
loss of generality 
(%I, u,t) + (u, u> in the Li[O, r] X Lk]O, T] norm, (4.13) 
where the norm of an element (u, v) in Lk[O, T] x LL[O, T] is given by 
iI@, ~111, = $1;’ (II~(~)ll’ + IlNll*)“’ dt 
and 
(4.14) 
pointwise a.e. 
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By (4.7) of Lemma 4.2, for a given E > 0 and t E [0, T], there is a B(E, t) 
such that 
i%qt, B((x(t), p(t)>; B(E, 1))) c_ ww, X(f),P(Oh c> (4.15) 
Since (x,,p,) -+ (x, p) in the V-norm, there is an N(E, t) such that for all 
n > WE, f), 
By (4.15), this implies 
wt, X”@),P,@)> G fvm X(f), At)>; E) 
for all n > N(s, 1). 
(4.16) 
From the form of (u,, u,), it follows that for n sufficiently large 
A - ‘(u,(t), u”(q) E ~ww, x(0, p(t)>; El. 
By (4.14), this implies 
A-‘(u(t), u(t)) E B(i?H(t, x(t),p(t)); s) a.e. 
The number E > 0 is arbitrary and by (4.6) of Lemma 4.2 aH(t, x(t),p(t)) 
is a closed set for each t. Hence, 
A-‘(u(t), u(t)) E Xf(t, x(t),p(t)) a.e. 
Define for all t E [ 0, T], 
Gn(4 p”,(t)) = 2 l”,( 
i=l 
Xk,+ i(O), -Pk,+i(O)) + j’ (“n(a>, t’n(a>) do 
0 
= ;’ rnitXk,+ icf>? -Pk + ict)>, 
[T ,  
” 
(4.17) 
It is easy to see that 
(x’,? fin,> - (x3 -PI in the V-norm. (4.18) 
For all t E [O, T], define 
(2(t),&)) = (x(O) + jr u(a) do, -p(O) + j’ u(u) do). (4.19) 
0 0 
It is straightforward to show, using (4.13), that 
(X’,9~-n)+ (Ep3 in the V-norm. 
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By uniqueness of limits, (2,$) = (x, -p) or 
(u, v) = (i, -fq. (4.20) 
We conclude 
A-‘($ -6) E dH(t, x,p) a.e. (4.21) 
It remains to show iP ‘(p(O), --p(T)) E ~3l(x(O), x(T)). For all n, 
A ‘(p,(O), --p,(T)) E aZ,(x,(O), x,(7’)). Thus, for all (a, b) E R” x R”, 
4@~ b) > ~L-%z(O)~ x,(9) +Pn(O)(a -x,(O)) -P,(W -x,(T)). 
From Definition 4.l(iii), for all (a, b) E R” x R n, 
wa7 b) a ~~“km x,(T)) +Pn(Wa -%(O)) -P&w - .?A~)). 
Since I is proper, there is at least one (a^, 6) such that r(Z,&) = r, a finite 
number. Then. 
WX”(% x,(9) G A I <I + II Pn(O)ll II4 + II P”VN /I b l^l 
+ II PAO)ll Il-GP>ll + II Pnv>ll IIxnmll 
But (~~(0)~ P,(O)), MT), ~0”)) E aa implying 
Hence, for all n, 
Now (x,(O), x,(T)) is contained in a compact set. Hence, by the continuity 
of 1,) there is a constant R, such that E,(x,(O), x,(7’)) > R, for all n. Since 
~&,(O)~ x,(T)) 2 MdO)~ x,(Q) for all n, we conclude that 
{&,(O)~ xnm>1;= I is a sequence contained in a compact subset of R. We 
may conclude without loss of generality that there is a finite number p such 
that 
Hence, there is an N such that for all n > N 
Let E > 0 be given. By Definition 4.l(ii) there is an N( 1 +/I, c, E), which 
we can choose larger than N, such that for all n > N( 1 + p, <, a) 
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Clearly, for these n, 
Letting n -+ co, we obtain 
(x(O), XVI P> E ~(Cl+D.l; &I 
Since E > 0 IS arbttrary and C,+D.I is closed, we see 
(x(O), xm P) E Cl t 8.3 
and so 
Now for all (a, b) E R” x R”, 
Letting n + co, we have for all (a, b) E R” X R”, 
w& b) > 43 + P(O)@ - X(O)) - PVNJ - XV)) 
> w40>, x(T)) + P(W - X(O)) -Pm@ - XV)). 
This shows 
A - ‘MO), --Pm) E wdo>, XV)). (4.22) 
When (4.21) and (4.22) are combined, we see (x,p) satisfies (3.1) and 
(x,p) E BQ. This is a contradiction. 
(ii) Let 2 = 0; suppose for contradiction that the conclusion is false. Then 
we may assume that there is a sequence (x,,p,) E XJ such that for all n, 
Hence, for all n 
(I- P)(x, 3 P,> E JQG&, 3 P,). 
This implies (I - P)(x,,p,) E V, n ker L and hence (Z - P)(x,,p,) = (0,O). 
We conclude x, E R” and p, = 0 for all n. Our equations now becomes 
(0, 0) E JQG,(x,, 0). 
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(x,, 0) E 30 f’7 ker L, we may assume x,, + x0 with (x0. 0) E ~32 C? 
Recalling the definitions of .I, Q, and G,, the above equation implies 
0 E jT a,H(t, x,, 0) dt - 8; (x,, x,,) 
0 
for all n. Here we use the notation 
J’I a,H(t, x,, 0) dt = u(t) dtl u E a,rH(t, x,,, 0) a.e.} 
0 
and 
%(x,, XJ = ((r + s)l(r, s) E dl,,(x,, xn)). 
Hence, there exists a sequence (v,}z==, such that U, E a,H(t, x,, 0) a.e. and a 
sequence (a,,]~~, such that an E 81: (xnr x,) for all n with 
0 = ,(l u,(t) dt - a,, or 
0 
a, = j” v,(t) dr. 
0 
By Lemma 4.2, there exists /3 E L ; [O, T] such that 
II a, II < JOT II @II dt < JOT PM dt. 
Therefore, we may assume a,, + a0 E R”. Mimicking the arguments of part 
(i) of this proof, we can show 
. T  
a0 = 1 ~(0 df, 0 
where u E a,H(t, x0, 0). Since a,, E af,+ (x,,, x,,), by the definition of 
d,(x,,, x,), we have 
Q4 y) > Ms y> > 4(x,, x,> + a,(r - -4 
for all n. Mimicking the arguments of part (i) of this proof again, we find we 
may assume Z,,(x,, x,) -+ r and < > Z(xo, x0). Hence, letting n -+ co, 
44 Y> > 4x0 9 x0> + ao(y - x0> 
By (4.9), we have 
o 2 a,(y-Xx,) = (JJ -X0)1‘ u(t) dt. 
0 
It is easy to see this contradicts (4.10). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let J2 be as in Lemma 4.3. For any approximation sequence 
(I,}:!, , there exists an N and a constant c such that -for all n > N, 
dw[~-K,,~ R, 0] is defined and 
&.[I - M,,. , , Q, 01 = c. 
Proof. We refer the reader to [ I] for a full discussion of the details of the 
proof that d,[Z - M,,, , l2,0] is defined. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that 
there exists an N such that for all n 5 N, L(x,p) @ G,(x,p) for (x, p) E aR. 
We can therefore assume without loss of generality that L(x,p) 62 G,,(x,p) 
for all n and for all (x,p) E ~22. 
Assume d,,,[Z - M,,, , Q, 0] is not constant for sufficiently large n. Then 
for each n there is an n* > n such that 
d,JZ-M,,Q,O] #d,.[Z-M,+,R,O]. 
By the invariance under homotopy property of Webb’s degree, this implies 
that for each n there exists an (x,,p,, A,,) E &X2 x (0, 1) such that 
(Xn,P”)E~,M,,,(X,,P,)+ (1 -kJM,*,,(%,P,). (4.23) 
This is equivalent to 
(~,,P,)EP(~,,P,)+JQ~~,G,+ (1 -&JG,*}(x,,p,,) 
+ &&,G, + (1 - 4) G,,}(x,,P,). (4.24) 
It is easy to see for all (x,p) E V, 
11, G, + (1 - 4,) G,* 1(x, P> = Wt, x, P) x {W,(x(Oh x(T)) 
+ (1 -A,) %&(O))~ xV))L 
Define,u,,:R”xR”+R by 
&,(a9 b) = A, 4(a, b) + (1 - A,> I,@, b) (4.25) 
It follows from Rockafellar [8, Theorem 23.8, p. 2231 that 
~~,(a, 6) = A,,al,(a, 6) + (1 - A,,) aZ,(a, 6). (4.26) 
Thus, we have 
@nGn + (1 -A> G,*)(x,,P,) = af%x,,p,J x h,(x,,(O)~~,(~?>. (4.27) 
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It follows immediately that (4.24) is equivalent to 
in E J,Wf, x,(f), p,(t)) 
-d, E aA x,(t), P,(f)) 
(P,(O)? -P,(T)) E %7(-%P>> x,(T)). 
ax., 
a.e., (4.28) 
It is easy to show that (P,},“, is a relaxed approximation sequence for 1. 
The portion of Definition 4.1 (iii) that is used in the proof of Lemma 4.3 is 
just part (iii’). Hence, the same arguments as those used in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3 show that there is an (x,p) E Xl satisfying L(x,p) E G(x,p). 
This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) From Lemma 4.4, it follows that lim,,, d,,]l -M, , , 
f2,0] exists. 
(2) An argument similar to that in the proofs of Lemma4.3(ii) and 
Lemma 4.4 shows lim,,, d,,[l- M,,O, 0,0] exists. 
(3) For any R E (0, I], an argument similar to the one in Lemma 4.4 
shows lim,,, d,,[1- M,,, , ~2, 0] exists. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let Q be as in Lemma 4.3. Let (I,},“:, and (lf,},“, be two 
approximation sequences for i. Let Gi, MA,, and Gi , Mi,, be the associated 
operators. Then, 
lim d,,[Z - ML,, , 
n-02 
Q,O]= lim d,.[Z-Mt,,,a,O]. 
n-00 
ProoJ: We propose that there is an N such that for all n, m > N, 
d,.IZ-MI,,,, J&O] =d,.[Z-M;.,,fJ,O]. 
Assume not. By Lemma 4.3, we can assume without loss of generality that 
the appropriate Webb degrees are defined for all n. By the above assumption, 
for any positive integer N there is an integer N* > N such that 
d,.[Z-M:..,,a,O]#d,.[Z-M,t.,,,~,O]. 
This implies there is an (xN,pN, 1,) E 30 x (0, 1) such that for each N, 
ww P,) E aZ% x,, PN) X %&Yv(O)7 x,w(T))r 
where 
,u,,,(a, b) = II, &(a, b) + (1 - A,) &(a, b). 
Again it is possible to show {,u,}:=, is a relaxed approximation sequence 
for 1. The arguments in Lemma 4.3 then lead to a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Under assumption (3.5), an approximation sequence {I,):=, 
as described in Definition 4.1 exists. 
ProoJ From Rockafellar [S, Theorem 12.11, we find that if I is a lower 
semicontinuous, convex, and proper function, then for all (a, b) E R” x R”, 
Z(a, b) = sup { y(a, b)l y is affine and y < I}. 
Let 
C= {(q0,q,,q2)ERXR”XR”Iq,+q,a+q,bSI(a,b) 
forall(a,b)ER”xR”}. 
Since CC R x R” x R”, a separable set, there exists a dense subsequence 
{(q;1, s;, s!j>}F=, c C. Define 
y,,(a, b) = qOn + q;a + &! b forall (a,b)ER”xR”. 
Then the class r= {y,,}F=, is countable and l(a, 6) = sup,, (y,(a, b)). Define 
/,,(a, b) = sup{y,(a, b)lk = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Since each y,, is continuous and convex, it is clear that I,, is continuous and 
convex for each n on R” x R”. This proves part (i) of Definition 4.1. 
The manner in which I, is defined implies I,, ,(a, b) > /“(a, b) for all n and 
for all (a, 6) E R” x R”. Since 
&a, b) = sup {y,(a. b) I > /,(a, b) 
na1 
for all n and for all (a, b) E R” x R”, we see part (iii) is satisfied. 
It remains to show part (ii). Assume it is not true. Then there are numbers 
a,p and an E > 0 along with sequences 
{(sky bk,yk)lEl and PbE , 
such that nk T co and for each k 
6) (a,, bkTyk) E Cnk.a.5T 
(ii> (a,, b,,y,) G? B(C,,,; ~1, 
where C,,, is nonempty. Recall 
c n,a,4 = {(a, b,y)l(a, b) E g5, 4&z, b) Sv S a}. 
If (a, b, VI E Cn,a,5T then since /,(a, 6) < Z,(a, b) for all n, 
c n.a.5 s c,.m.,* 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
409/94/ 1-5 
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Hence {(Q,~~,Y~)JE, CC,,,.,. Since this is a compact set, we may 
assume without loss of generality that there is an (a,, b,, y,) such that 
@~,LY&+ @o,bo,yo). (4.3 1) 
We will show that (a,, b,,y,) E C,,, which will provide a contradiction. 
Clearly, (a,, b,) E B,. Thus, we must show 
The second inequality is clear since y, < a for each k. We only have to show 
that 
Go, bo) <vo. 
Suppose Z(a,, b,) > yo. Let 6 > 0 be chosen so that 
Go, bo) -Y, > 6. 
There exists N such that for n > N, 
~,,(a,, bo) > Y, + d/2. 
Since l,V is continuous, there exists p > 0 such that Il(u, b) - (a,, b,,>ll <p 
implies 
1&, b) > y, + 4s. 
But then 
I,@, b) > y, + $6 
for n > N and Il(u, b) - (u,b,)ll <p, In particular, for n suffkiently large, 
II@,, b,) - Go, bo)ll <P and 
4(un, b,,) > Y, + aa. 
But this implies for all n suffkiently large, 
y, > I,&, b,,) > Y, + 4s. 
This contradicts the fact that yn converges to y,. Thus, l(u,, b,) < y, and we 
obtain the desired contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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5. PROPERTIES OF d[(L,G),S2,0] 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 0 be an open bounded nonempty subset of V such 
that L(x,p) & G(x,p) for all (x,p) E 8.Q. If d[ (L, G), R, 0] is nonzero, then 
there is an (x, p) E Q such that L(x, p) E G(x, p). 
Proof: Assume d[(L, G), J&O] # 0. Then there is at least one approx- 
imation sequence {I,},“=, such that 
d[G G), f&O] = lim &[I- M,,., , .R, 01, n-tco 
where M,,, is the operator associated with 1,. The assumption implies that 
there is an N such that for all n > N, d,,.[Z - M,,, , Q, 0] # 0. By the 
existence property of the Webb degree, this implies there is a sequence 
~(xvPJ]na)==N~fi such that (x,,p,) E Mn,,(xn, p,) for each n > N. This is 
equivalent to 
for each n > N. 
(4 7 -4,) E Wf, x, 3 P,) a.e., 
(P”(O), -P,(T)) E ar”(x,(O), x,(T)) 
(5.1) 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we see that there is an (x,p) E a such that 
(i, -$) E SZ(t, x, p) a.e., 
(P(O), -P(T) E Wx(O), x(T))* 
(5.2) 
Hence, L(x, p) E G(x,p) for an (x,p) E fi. It is clear (x,p) 65 8R for all 
(XT P) E m. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Q C V be open, bounded and nonempty such that 
(0,O) @ (Z - M,)(c%~) for all ,J E (0, I]. Assume 
l(a, 6) > -f for all (a, 6) E R” x R” and there exists y E R” such 
that Z(y, y) = -f, where f > 0 (5.3) 
and 
(y - a) jOr a,H(t, a, 6) dt -I- b j* a,H(t, a, b) dt > Ofor all 
0 
(a,b)EX!nR”xR”, (5.4) 
Then d[Z-Mo,J2,0]=d[Z-M,,n,O]. 
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Proof: By Lemma 4.3, we can assume without loss of generality 
that ~$1 -MO, R, OJ = d,(Z - II~“,~, Q, 01 and d(l - M,, R, 01 = 
d,,.II-M,,,,J2,0] for all n. Assume dll-M,,~,OJ#dlr-M,,,n,OJ. 
Then, d,,lZ-M,,,,J2,OJ fd,,.(Z-M,,,, a,01 for all n. Hence, there exists a 
sequence {(x,,p,, n,,)lFz i s aa x (0, 1) such that for all n, 
(x,,P,)E/1,M,~,(x*,p,)S (1 -u~ll.“(x,l~P,J (5.5) 
(Xrl~ P”> E M”..&,, 3 PA. (5.6) 
Since 1, E (0, 1 J for all n, we may assume A,, + A,, E 10, 11. There are then 
two cases to consider. 
Case (i): I,# 0. Mimicking the proof of Lemma 4.3, we find we may 
assume there is an (x,p) E X2 such that (x,,,~,,) --f (x,p) in the V-norm and 
there exists a sequence {(u,, un)}zr i and an element (u, V)C L,‘,jO, Tj x 
Li(O, ?“I such that (u,, u,)+ (u, v) in Lf,lO, TI x Ll,lO, T] norm. 
x=y 
It is then straightforward to show (it is essential that h, # 0), 
(i, -0) E &dH(f, x, p) a.e. 
Similarly, since & # 0, it is possible to prove 
(P(O)3 -P(Q) (2 &W(Oh XV)). 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Together (5.7) and (5.8) contradict our initial assumption for 1 = A,,. 
Case (ii): A0 = 0. Mimicking the proof of Lemma 4.3, we see 
n; i(inr -$J E aH(t, x,, p,) a.e. in [O, T] for all n. Hence, 
II(&3 - AJll < L4t> < a(t) a.e. 
As before, we may assume there is an (x, p) E V such that (x”, p,) --t (x. p) in 
the V - norm. In fact, because 
it is easy to see that (x,, p,) + (x(O),p(O)) in the V-norm and that 
(i, -6) = (0,O). 
From (5.6), it follows that 
(‘A 0) E JQG,h, PA for all n. (5.9) 
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Recalling the definitions of J, Q, and G,, we find 
0 E jT a,fqt, x,, A) df - aZ,i MO)~ x,(V), 
0 
where aZ,‘(a, b) = {(r + s)](r, s) E 8Z(a, b)}. In fact, since 1; I(+,,) E 
a,Wt, x,, P,,) a.e. and A; ‘(p,(O) -p,(T)) E iUt (x,(O), x,(T)), we have 
o= T 
I -A,’ tin(t) dt - 4?(~,(0) -P,,(V). 0 
Since 1; ‘(~2,) -@,) E aH(t, x,, p,), mimicking the arguments in Lemma 4.3, 
it is straightforward to show that we may assume there is an element- 
(u, v) E aH(t, x(O),p(O)) and convex combinations as in Lemma 4.3 such 
that 
5 l,inin\i(a, +i,-dk,+i)+(U,u) ” (5.10) 
i= 1 
both pointwise and in the L,!,[O, T] x Lj,[O, T] norm. Let 
i 
T 
A,,= - 1, ‘p,(t) dt and (5.11) 
0 
Then 
ll(A,, B,>ll < joT a(f) & 
and hence we may assume (A,, B,) -+ (A,, B,) E R” x R”. Then 
+ c (Ak +i,B - ni n k,,+i)+ (AO~BO) 
i=l 
and using (5.10), 
(Ao, go) = jT 64X u(t)) dt, 
0 
where (u, v) E EM(t, x(O),p(O)). Note that for all n, 
An = 43Pn(O) --P,(T)) E ~Chm~ xtm). 
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By definition of aZJ(x,(O), x,J7’)), this implies for all cz E R”, 
L&? a> 2 cMO)5 x,(Q) + &&JNa -x,,(O)) - A, ‘P,V)@ - x,V)) 
2 Ux,W, -W’l) + A,& - x,(O)) + 1, hV’) jn’ &At) dt. 
Assumption (5.3) and Definition 4.l(iii) imply (via arguments identical to 
those in the proof of Lemma 4.3) that 
4% Y) 2 Qm, X(O)) + MY - X(O)) + l-40) &I * 
Assumption (5.3) then implies 
or 
-f 2 -f •t A o(Y - 40)) + P(O) 42 
for (x(O), p(O)) E cX~ ~7 R” x R” and (u, u) E aH(t, x(O),p(O)). This 
contradicts assumption (5.4). Q.E.D. 
Remark. If the boundary functional 1 fails to be finite at all 
(y, y) E R” x R”, it is possible that the Fenchel transform I* of 1 defined by 
will satisfy a modification of assumption (5.3). It is well known ] 111 that 
(3.1) is equivalent to 
1 E ap ~(6 X, P), 
-6 E a, fw, X, P), 
(x(O), -WI) E a~*(P(o)Y -Pu-l). 
Replace L and G by 
q&P) = (& -A x(O), x(T)), 
G(x,p) = aH(t, X,P> x al*MO), -P(T)), 
(5.12) 
and after obvious changes in J and Q, we find 
JQG(x,P) = (0, f joT a,,W, XlP) dt - faryw), -P(T))), (5.13) 
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where alT(a, b) = {(r - s)~(T, s) E a/*(~, !I)}. If we change (5.3) and (5.4) to 
Z*(a, b) > -f for all (a, b) E R” x R” and there exists y E R” 
such that I(y, - y) = -f (5.3’) 
and 
-a IT a,H(t, u, b) dt + (p(0) - y) Jo’ a,H(t, a, b) dt > 0 
0 
forall (a,b)EaRf7R”~R”, (5.4’) 
the conclusions of Theorem 5.2 remain valid. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume Q c V is an open and bounded set and assume 
(5.3) and (5.4) are satisfied. Then 
where we define 
d[(Z-M,)l,,,,,nnkerL,Ol 
= lim d,.[(Z- M,,o)lker,., R n ker L, 0). n-m 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 and Remark (2) following Lemma 4.4, we see that 
d[Z - MO, 12, O] is well defined and that we may assume for all n 
dIZ-M,,R,O]=d,,.[Z-M,,,,s,O], 
where M, o =P+JQG,. From (3.11b(3.13) we see 
M,.o(fi) c ker L 
for all n, By [ 1, Property (iii) of the Webb degree], we find 
d,.lZ-Mn,o, J&O] = d,,.[ (Z - Mn,O)lker,. , f2 n ker L. 01. (5.14) 
Then conclusion of the lemma then follows. 
Now 
Q.E.D. 
(Z--oh,,, = -JQ%r,: 
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If (x,P) E ker L, we may assume (x, p) = (c, 0), where c E R”. Hence, 
(r, s) E al(c, c) I. 
Define 
Then 
81, (CT cl = 1 (r + s>l(r, s) E df(c, C) 1. (5.15) 
-JQGb 0) = ‘T’ i” a,H(t, c, o) dt + + a/, (c, c). -n (5.16) 
For ease of notation, we define 
‘~~~H(~,c,O)dr+~~f+(c,~),RnkerL,O (5.17) 
0 I 
THEOREM 5.3 (The Continuation Theorem). Let all the condirions of 
Theorem 5.2 be satisfied and assume 
d . d,N(t, c, 0) dt + + aI+ (c, c), R n ker L, 0 
J 
# 0. 
Then, there is an (x, p) E fi such that L(x, p) E G(x, p). 
Proof. By the assumptions above, d[Z - M, , l2, 0] = DlZ - M,, J2, O]. 
BY Lemma 5.1, d[Z-M,,D,O]=d[(Z-M,)J,,,,,nnkerL,O]. The 
discussions immediately following the proof of Lemma 5.1 and the 
assumption of the theorem imply d[(Z - MO)lker,. ,a n ker L, 0] # 0. By 
Theorem 5.1, we conclude there exists an (x,p) E fi such that 
L(x, P> E G(x, PI. Q.E.D. 
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6. SPECIALCASES 
THEOREM 6.1. In addition to (3.2)-(3.4) assume 
(i) There are positive constants a, b, c, d, and e such that for all 
(x,p)ER”xR”, if(u,u)EaH(t,x,p), thenforsome yER”, 
-~~-~~~+~~~~~11~11~+11~11*~“*-~~11~-~112 
+ II Pl12)“2 -c, (6.1) 
-(x - y) u +pu > d(llx - yII* + /I pII*)“’ - e; (6.2) 
(ii) I is proper, lower semicontinuous, and convex on R” X R”; 
(iii) 1 satisfies (5.3). 
Then (3.1) has a solution. 
Proof. Let /1 E (0, 11. Consider any solution (x,p) to L(x,p) E AG(x,p). 
Then 
U’(i,p) E aH(t,x,p) a.e., 
A -‘(p(O), -p(T)) E al(x(% x(T)). 
By (6.1) and (6.2), for some y E R”. 
n-‘(X-y)fi+l-‘pz? 
and 
> ~~-‘(1141* + II PII’>‘” - b(llx - ~11’ + II PII*)“* - G (6.3) 
~-‘(x-y)~+~-‘p~~d(llx-y~~2+l~p~~2)”2-e. (6.4) 
Since f= (d/dt)(x - y), we have (suppressing explicit t dependence for 
convenience), 
i 
‘A-‘-$(x-y)p]dt 
0 
> d-‘a 
I O’ (llill’ + I/ PII*)“~ dt 
- bjr (11x - yl12 + /I /I\/*)“~ dt -CT, 
0 
and 
I ‘A-‘-$(x-y)p]dt 0 
2 d 
i 
‘(I/x - yl12 + II pII*)“* dt - eT. 
0 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
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m(x(T) - r>m - W) - Y)P(O)l 
>~-‘~Tll(Q9ll, -Wl(x-y,p>II, -CT, (6.7) 
J-‘[(x(r) - MT) - C-40) - MO)1 > dTll(x - YJ% - eT. (6.8) 
Now consider the expression 
-W’) - Y> s - (x(O) - Y) r 
for any (r, s) E aZ(x(O), x(7’)). By definition of al, 
b, Y> > WQ x(T)) - r(x(O) - Y> - SW’) - Y>, 
or 
-4x(O) - Y> - 4V)) - Y) < 0, Y> - 44% XV’)). 
By (iii), 
449, x(T)) <f and I(y, y) = -f a finite number. 
Thus, for all (r, s) E a/(x(O), x(T)), 
+x(O) - y) - s(x(T) - y) < 0. 
Inequalities (6.7) and (6.8) then imply 
(6.9) 
and 
(6.10) 
Hence, 
(6.11) 
lb - Y,P)II, < e/d 
and 
(6.12) 
Let 
and 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
R, = (b/a)(e/d) + c/a. (6.15) 
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Then, for all t E [0, i”], 
(II40 - Yl12 + II P(tN*)“* 
& IW - Yll + II P(Oll 
< II40) - YII + II P(O>ll + jT II4~>ll dJ + j”: II P@Il CffJ 
0 
< Jz (IIW - YI12 + II P(0>ll’>“’ + \/z TII(kd>ll, * (6.16) 
BY (6.121, 
or 
+Jor (IIx(t) - Yl12 + II P(ol12)“2 df G RI 
Hence, 
joi x(o) - YII + II mll dt < fiR , T + j;- JOT II W>ll do df 
We conclude 
+ jar Jo’ II m)ll do dt 
W’%T+jrjTWll +ll~ll)d~d~ 0 0 
< v/ZR, T + fi T* ll(k cjlt , - 
(l/x(o) - yl)* + Il~(O)ll’)“’ ,< v’% + d Wkri)ll,~ 
It follows from (6.13) and (6.16) that 
(II-a) - Yl12 + II P(Oll’Y2 G L 
where [ = 2R, + (2 + @) TR, . Clearly, 4 2 2e/d. We see 
(6.17) 
Define for all p > c, 
lb - LPIIV < c. 
Q, = {kP> E Vll(x - YTP>ll <PI. (6.18) 
Then it is clear that L(x,p) @ AG(x,p) for all (x,p, A) E aR,,x (0, 11. 
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It remains to show that (x,p) 6? M,(x,p) for all (x,p) E 30, for suitably 
chosen p > C. Assume such an (x, p) exists. Then (I - P)(x, p) E JQG(x, p) 
for (x, p) E a&?,. This implies (x,p) E ker L and hence there is a constant c 
so that (x,p) = (c, 0) E ker L with (0,O) E JQG(c, 0). An argument similar 
to that in Gaines and Peterson [ 1, Lemma 3.3, p. 1124 1 combined with (5.3), 
then leads to a contradiction. Hence, (x, p) 6S M,,(x, p) for all (x, p) E %R,. 
We now show for all (a, b) E 8.C2 n R” X R”, 
.7 
a, b) dt + b ( 8,H(t, u, b) dt > 0. 
.’ 0 
By (6.2), we see 
(Y - u) -,n” qgw, a, 6) dt + b )-I %,H(t, a, 6) dt 
0 
> td II@ - Y, b>ll - e) T 
(6.19) 
because Il(u - y, b)ll =p if (a, 6) E 80. By choice, p > [ > e/d and so 
dp - e > 0. This proves the validity of (6.19). 
By Theorem 5.3, if we can show that 
d 
I J 
- f *I‘ a,H(t, c, 0) dt + f ~31, (c, c), 0, f~ ker L, 0 1 # 0, 
0 
we will prove there is an (x,p) E I’ such that L(x,p) E G(x,p). We may 
assume for all n, 
dl(I-M,)J,,,,,a,nkerL,OI=d[(Z-M ,,.,, )Ikcr,,finpnkerL,O]. 
Define, for all n, 
al,: cc, c) = {(r + s)l(r, s) E df,,(c, )1. (6.20) 
and consider the homotopy defined by 
(s,tc, A) = A(Y, 0) + (1 - A) Ptc, 0) + t 1 - A> JQG,lc, 0) (6.21) 
for all (c, 0)~ fi@ n ker L and i E (0, 1 I. We claim (0,O) & 
(I - $,,(., n))(afJ, n ker L) for all A E 10, 11 and sufficiently large p. For any 
(c,O)EBQOnkerL and1E 10, 11, 
((c, 0) - #,(c, A)) = A(c - y, 0) + y j.’ - a,H(r, c, 0) dt 
0 
+ (( 1 - 1)/T) 81; (c, c). 
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If /I E aZ,J (c, c), by the definition of a/,(~, c) and Definition 4.1 (iii), 
Or 
al,: cc, c>(c - Y) > 4(G c) - L(YY Y) > l,(c, c> - 44 7). 
Since %J, f’7 ker L is compact and I, is continuous, there is a constant R,@), 
depending on p, such that 
l,(c, c> > R,ti)- 
By assumption Z(y, y) = -f, a finite number. We conclude 
ar,+ (c, c>(c - v) > RAP) +f: 
By hypothesis (6.2), 
-a,H(t, c, O)(c - y) > d 11 c - ~11 - e = dp - e. 
Combining, we have 
((~0) -h,(c,~))(c-~Y) >AP' + ((1 -~Yr>(dp - e +R,@) +A. 
Since f > 0 and dp - e > 0, the quantity on the right-hand side is positive for 
all 1. This implies that for all A E 10, 1 1, 
(0,O) 672 (I - #,,(., ,l.))(&2, n ker L). 
By the homotopy invariance property of the Webb degree, 
d,,.[Z-- #,(a, 0), 0, f? ker L, 0] = d,,.IZ - $,,(., l), fi, n ker L, 01, 
or 
4,.l-JQGl~,,~~ a,nkerL,O]=d,,.[Z-(y,O),fi,,nkerL,O]#O. 
The conclusions of the theorem now follow. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 hold. Let 
(x,p) E Ai[O, T] X Ai[O, T] satisfy (3.1). Then x solves the optimal control 
problem (2.7) and 
is finite. 
l(x(O), x(T)) + j-r L(t, x(t), i(t)) df 
0 
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ProoJ Rockafellar [ 111 has shown that if (x,p) satisfies (3.1) and 
L(t, x, u) is convex in (x, v), then 
.T 
l@(O), z(T)) + i L(t, z(t), i(t)) df 
-0 
> G(O), x(T)) t j+'L(t, x(t), i(t)) df 
0 
for all z E A,!,[O, T]. Hence x solves (2.7). 
It remains to show the minimum is finite. This follows easily from the fact 
0, is bounded, assumption (iii) of Theorem 6.1, and (4.8) of Lemma 4.2. For 
details, see [5, Lemma 2.2.41. Q.E.D. 
We remark that the case where 
r(a, 6) = 0, if a = b, 
= i-co, otherwise, 
that is, the periodic case, is covered by existence Theorem 6.1. Our existence 
theorem does not assume the set of feasible solutions is nonempty and proves 
that the minimum of (2.7) is achieved and the minimum is finite. 
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